A unique experience
in Morocco
A luxury Alpine chalet atmosphere
in Morocco! A special and unique
experience offered by the Michlifen
Resort & Golf. A five-star Suites & Spa
hotel designed and decorated like a
luxury chalet. Enjoy the warmth and
conviviality of a mountain chalet.
Visitors come in winter when the
snow falls (Michlifen means «snow
flake») or in summer for the cool
mountain climate. Whether with
family or friends, and whatever
the season, a stay at the Michlifen
Resort & Golf is always exceptional.

Rooms & Suites
DELUXE ROOM
28 rooms with a view of Ifrane and the forests or the garden.
Whatever the style, our Deluxe Rooms offer a snug and
comfortable setting for a delightful stay at Michlifen Resort
& Golf Club.
Some of our Deluxe Rooms and Suites are adjoining.

DELUXE SUITE
Our 32 Deluxe Suites feature four styles, with a view of the
garden and pool or Ifrane and the forests, to be admired from
your two balconies. A magnificent room, lounge corner and
walk-in wardrobe are provided for a deliciously comfortable
stay.
A magnificent room, lounge corner and walk-in wardrobe are
provided for a deliciously comfortable stay.

AMBASSADOR SUITE
Make the most of the spacious interiors in one of the
Michlifen Resort & Golf’s four styles, with two bedrooms, two
bathrooms, a lounge and a large terrace, from which you can
admire the landscape while enjoying a Michlifen Ice Tea or a
meal. Absolute relaxation: our eight Ambassador Suites are
ideal for families looking for a comfortable and convivial stay.
Our eight Ambassador Suites are ideal for families looking for
a comfortable and convivial stay.

EXCEPTIONAL SUITE
Our two Exceptional Suites are duplex apartments located
on the hotel’s top floor.
A private lift leading to a beautiful entrance ensures absolute
discretion.
The interior is exceptionally spacious and a large bay
window offers a stunning view of Ifrane, the forests and
the mountains in the distance. The rooms are huge (with a
total of 750 m2), the materials are noble (solid wood, marble,
slate, gilding), the fabrics are precious, and the technology
is cutting edge. Everything comes together to create a
unique stay and an unparalleled experience: the cosiness
and comfort of a luxury chalet with the services of a five-star
hotel.

THE ROYAL PAVILION
The Royal Pavilion is located outside in the park, in a quiet
and secluded setting.
It offers the promise of absolute privacy for guests looking
for an exclusive stay.
400 m2 of luxury, refinement and warmth (with a magnificent
fireplace), for you and your family. Beauty and elegance
reign, with art objects and master paintings dotted around
the rooms.
Make your stay in the mountains an unforgettable
experience.

Four restaurants and four dining experiences
LE CEDRAY
As soon as you walk in, you feel as though you are in a
luxury mountain chalet. Fir wood reins throughout, from
the wainscot featuring a sculpted garland depicting hunting
scenes, to the superb coffered ceilings and the parquet.
The overall effect is superbly natural. The interior features a
palette of browns, with the thick curtains and their Tyrolean
patterns, and the floral or striped fabric armchairs.
This exquisitely elegant restaurant succeeds in combining
the traditional mountain style with contemporary notes to
create a warm and welcoming atmosphere.
An open kitchen: behind a large bay window, watch the
Chef’s team at work as the day’s game cooks on skewers in
the background.
Le Cedray’s menu is an invitation to explore the delights of
French gastronomy. The Chef combines terroirs and flavours
with harmony and a light touch. Foie gras, feathered game
(skewered pheasant is one of Le Cedray’s specialities), fish
and shellfish... The ingredients are noble, while the dishes
are refined and gourmet.
To accompany the Chef’s cuisine, Le Cedray has a superb
selection of wines. Reputed French wines, such as Petrus
Pomerol, Mouton Cadet, Château Cheval Blanc and Chablis,
sit alongside the best Moroccan wines. Champagnes
from some of the finest houses, such as Roederer, Veuve
Clicquot, Moët et Chandon and Mumm, offer the promise
of exceptional bubbly moments. Allow yourself to be guided
by our maître d’hôtel for the perfect food and wine pairing.
Le Cedray is open every evening from 7.30 to 11 pm.

L’ORIENTAL
A precious stone.
Like a beautiful riad, the wooden coffered ceilings are
delicately painted by hand; the floor is laid with marble tiles,
each bordered by a mosaic, and the large chimney is also
framed in traditional mosaics.
Like a beautiful riad, the traditional benches are covered in
luxurious velvet, the tablecloths are made of embroidered
organza and the cutlery is made of solid silver.
The Arabic-Andalusian atmosphere and exquisite
refinement are highlighted with contemporary touches,
such as the Limoges Desoulhières porcelain crockery and
stylish armchairs.
A deliciously plush setting for moments to share.
The menu is an invitation to travel through faraway lands,
from Morocco, to Jordan and Lebanon. It is a symphony of
spices (cardamom, saffron, cinnamon, white chilli pepper,
sumac, cloves), candied fruits (dates, lemons, figs), and
slowly marinated meats. Morocco’s gastronomic tradition is
fully expressed, with delicious combinations of savoury and
sweet fragrances.
To accompany the Chef’s cuisine, L’Oriental has a superb
selection of wines. Reputed French wines, such as Petrus
Pomerol, Mouton Cadet, Château Cheval Blanc and Chablis,
sit alongside the best Moroccan wines. Champagnes
from some of the finest houses, such as Roederer, Veuve
Clicquot, Moët et Chandon and Mumm, offer the promise
of exceptional bubbly moments. Allow yourself to be guided
by our maître d’hôtel for the perfect food and wine pairing.
L’Oriental is open every evening from 7.30 to 11 pm.

LE CHALET
Sun-drenched cuisine
When lunchtime arrives, Le Chalet is the perfect place for a
delicious and refreshing break.
Comfortably sat beneath the shade of the parasols, taste
Le Chalet’s harmonious Mediterranean cuisine. Colourful
ingredients and aromatic herbs are cooked with care and
attention.
The only difficulty is choosing between the succulent Italian
pasta, the carpaccio dishes, the tartare dishes, or the
vegetables à la plancha. Those with a weakness for rich food
will surely succumb to our speciality: fondue!

HOME-MADE BREAKFAST
During the summer, begin the day in the gentle morning
warmth. Relax by the poolside, with a glorious view of Ifrane
and the mountains as a backdrop. During the winter, enjoy
the snug indoors as the snow covers the peaks and forests
in a white blanket.
Le Chalet offers a superb setting in which to enjoy homemade food at our sweet and savoury breakfast buffet,
including yoghurt, jam (with a festival of local regional fruits),
carrot or cucumber juice, pastries and more. Not to forget
our traditional Moroccan dishes, such as the famous harira.
We cook for you using natural local ingredients. Create your
breakfast plate and get your day off to a great start!
Le Chalet is open every day from 7 am to 4 pm.

THE CLUB HOUSE – A LUXURY RESTAURANT
Like the hotel, the Club House gracefully blends the simplicity
of the architectural design and materials with the elegance
of the establishment.
With volcanic stone walls, Oregon wood cladding, sloping
green-tiled roofs and a beechwood interior, the Club House
has a distinctive style.
It is also ideally located between holes 9 and 18!
Opening soon.

Bars
LOUNJA

Seminars & Meeting
Michlifen Resort & Golf offers the services of a five-star hotel and an exceptional setting, located between Fez and
Meknes, to hold your work meetings and seminars.

The Lounja bar is an excellent place to get together at any
time of the day, in an oh-so-British atmosphere.
Imagine majestic columns made of Timahdite stone and, in
the middle, a fire crackling in an open-sided stone fireplace,
with a large overmantel mirror.

WARM AND WELCOMING LUXURY
Dotted around are cosy, secluded lounges, where Ralph
Lauren sofas and Chesterfield leather club armchairs
sit alongside chequered hide rugs. Authentic and noble
materials, harmonious warm shades and subdued lighting
set the tone.
Enjoy a fresh fruit juice or non-alcoholic cocktail during the
day, or sip a spirit as you listen to the live pianist.
Enjoy the jazzy, relaxed atmosphere and beautiful moments
to be shared...

A DEDICATED CONFERENCE VENUE

A BESPOKE SERVICE

Michlifen Resort & Golf boasts a huge, fully-equipped
business centre. Receptions, buffets and cocktail parties
can be held in the bright and spacious hall.

We are attentive to your needs. Do you want to hold a
daytime meeting with a buffet and cocktails for lunch, a
themed evening event for a convention, a seminar lasting
several days, or a team-building stay?

Three rooms are available to hold work sessions.
Also in the business centre, the Royal Theatre hosts large
groups and exceptional events.

Our team designs personalised events, with the hotel’s
five-star services and exceptional setting. Enjoy a unique
experience and make work a pleasure. We can provide
the following: à la carte banquet, technical manager,
photographer, video recording.

THE SWIMMING POOL
Feel like a snack while you’re relaxing by the pool or after a few laps?
The swimming pool serves snacks and refreshments throughout the day, to share around a table or on your deck chair.
Enjoy the idle life!

A UNIQUE SETTING
What could be better than a change of scenery for your work sessions? When you choose the Michlifen Resort & Golf, you
open up a range of possibilities. Activities include outings in the surrounding natural environment, a trip to the cedar forest, a
physical training session in our sports room or outdoors (the altitude is excellent) and bicycle rides.
In terms of catering, a variety of options are available, with our three restaurants (available for private hire on request), the
terrace, the foyer, or one of the park’s belvederes for a picnic.

THREE WORK LOUNGES
Le Tilleul (The Linden Lounge)
With its typical mountain interior – featuring beautiful wainscot and sculpted
solid-wood panelling, as well as chalet-ambiance fabrics – this lounge can be
used to host meetings, conferences, work sessions and even cocktail parties.
The warm and comfortable atmosphere is ideal for convivial and efficient
professional events, whatever layout you choose.

Le Cèdre (The Cedar Lounge)
Work in an Alpine chalet setting with beautiful wainscot and
sculpted solid-wood panelling, as well as chalet-ambiance
fabrics. The warm and comfortable atmosphere is ideal for
convivial and efficient professional events, whatever layout
you choose.
Facilities available in Le Tilleul and Le Cèdre:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eight treatments booths (five individual booths and three for couples) are
provided for guests.

For each of your wants or needs, the Spa at Michlifen Resort & Golf has a
dedicated treatment.

• Wifi
• Private space
• Direct telephone line

LE THÉÂTRE ROYAL (THE ROYAL THEATRE)
The Royal Theatre offers a wide range of possibilities for your
professional events, with a huge interior, a large stage (53 m2),
professional audio and video equipment and changing rooms.
You imagine your event and we organise it. The many
possibilities include conventional conferences, evening dance
parties, shows, gala dinners (for up to 150 guests), and film
screenings on a giant screen. Our facilities:

•
•
•
•

OUR EXPERT MASSAGES AND TREATMENTS

They are soothing cocoons for moments of total relaxation. The materials
here are also noble and natural. Allow yourself to be guided by our team of
professionals, who are fully attentive to your needs. A refreshing facial treatment
with honey and argan oil? An invigorating or relaxing full-body massage?

Built-in sound system
Video projector
WiFi
Meeting accessories
Dedicated car park
Private access
Access for people with reduced mobility

Le Salon des Diplomates (The Diplomats’ Lounge)
A very cosy space for small, private meetings. With its slate
flooring, stone walls and interior, this lounge offers an
understated and elegant setting.
Facilities available in Le Salon des Diplomates:

•
•
•
•

Spa & Treatments

Built-in sound system
Video projector
WiFi
Three soundproof simultaneous interpreting booths
overlooking the room
Artists’ changing rooms with private access
Meeting accessories
Foyer
Private access

TWO HAMMAMS
We have two dedicated Hammams for ladies and gentlemen.
Ladies are welcomed by two feminine silhouettes.
Treat yourself to the special experience of a Hammam bath, and enjoy this
ancestral ritual that is fully devoted to the well-being of your mind and body.
Inside, there are small alcoves and marble floors set off against traditional
mosaics. The atmosphere is hot, steamy, and luxurious. Follow each step, from
the rest room to the cold plunge pool, exfoliation tables and steam room…

OUR BALNEOTHERAPY CENTRE
Water for wellness. The Michlifen Resort & Golf Spa provides its recognised balneotherapy expertise
in five dedicated rooms.
Each provides a particular treatment for specific therapeutic needs with cutting-edge facilities.
The Siesta: Total relaxation
Still water treatment with essential oils, combined with chromotherapy, against a backdrop of
soothing music.
The Dulce: Back relaxation
Hydro-massage pool (180 water jets) with soothing essential oils to relax the back of the body, as well
as detoxifying sea salt.
Affusion shower: Massage
Four-handed massage for the back and legs, beneath a fine warm-water spray.

CAPACITIES AND LAYOUTS
m2

Daylight

U-Style

Classroom

Theare

Buffet/ Banquet

Cocktail party

Théâtre Royal

325

No

U

120

150

150

380

Cèdre

52

Yes

40

40

40

Non

45

Tilleul

50

Yes

20

30

30

Non

45

Salon des Diplomates

60

Yes

20

20

30

Non

40

The Lido: Detoxification
An algae or clay body wrap in a heated blanket following a massage to drain cellulite and on a floating
bed for comfort and effectiveness.
Jet shower: Stimulation
Draining and stimulating treatment using a long-distance jet spray to improve blood flow and break
down cellulite. An ideal treatment for fatigue.

PRESTIGIOUS EXPERT BRANDS

THE WATER BAR AND BREAK ROOM

For total well-being and fully effective treatments, the Spa at Michlifen Resort & Golf has chosen to work with prestigious
cosmetics brands, renowned throughout the world.

Following your treatment or massage, make your way to the Water Bar for
a home-made herbal tea.

MarocMAROC is well-known for its natural products. With ghassoul, argan oil, black soap, olive oil, sesame, Barbary fig,
discover 100% Moroccan ingredients used in ancestral beauty rituals. A return to the roots for deep well-being.

The atmosphere is both natural, with volcanic stone walls, and highly
contemporary. The interior features attractive 70s style sofas, coffee
tables made of logs arranged like organ pipes, and beautiful fireplaces.
Enjoy healthy drinks (fruit juices, local mineral waters, and herbal teas) in
a stylish modern setting.

AMALA’s products are organic (paraben- and silicone-free) and guarantee totally natural treatments that care for your
skin. Our team has received training on AMALA protocols for optimum effectiveness.

To extend the experience of the Michlifen Resort & Golf Spa, enjoy a
moment to yourself in the Break Room. A wonderful harmony is created
between the elements: mineral with basalt and stone-inspired sofas (red,
anthracite grey and mouse grey); plant with wood panels and sycamore
coffee tables resembling stratified rock; and not to forget fire with the
chimney. This room provides everything you need for total relaxation.

Spa & Relaxation
OUR INDOOR SWIMMING POOL IS A TREASURE

OUR EXCLUSIVE BEAUTY SALON

Pure, majestic and impressive, with unique volumes:
18 metres long and 12.5 metres wide. The huge pool
is heated to 30°C in the winter and some 26°C in the
summer, while the forest and sky provide a beautiful
backdrop. When the snow falls, the atmosphere is
simply magical.

An important event, a gala dinner or simply want to
look your best?

The water, the snowflakes outdoors and the large
fireplace combine to magical effect.
The Michlifen Resort & Golf Spa experience: switch
between dips in the pool and the nearby Jacuzzi.

The Spa at the Michlifen Resort & Golf has its own
beauty salon. Three fully-equipped, dedicated rooms
offer total privacy: manicures, pedicures, make-up,
hair removal, a ladies’ hairdresser, and a gentlemen’s
hairdresser and barber.

VIP SPA… TOTAL PRIVACY AND LUXURY
For guests looking for total privacy, the Michlifen Resort & Golf has a VIP
Spa – a space in which refinement and discretion are matched only by the
quality of the facilities!
Private Jacuzzi and sauna, two massage tables, beauty area, lounge…
Everything comes together to create a special moment. As a couple or
with friends, treat yourself to the privilege of our VIP Spa.

For our guests, we offer prestigious brands with
quality products and expert protocols: Kerastase for
hair, OPI and Caption for varnish.

MULTI-SPORTS ROOM
2,500 m2 available to guests to play basketball, volleyball, handball,
badminton and more.
An exceptional space both in terms of its volumes and the quality of its
equipment and facilities.
Whether you are an amateur, professional, or for fun games as a family,
you can enjoy unforgettable sporting moments!

AN ULTRA-MODERN FITNESS ROOM
Throughout the seasons, amateur and experienced sportspeople come to our fitness room to train on our hi-tech
equipment, including treadmills and elliptical trainers.
Train with a view of the terrace and Ifrane in the distance …
For those who prefer gentle exercise, there is also a stretching and yoga room.

A GOLF COURSE THAT IS
UNIQUE IN MOROCCO
The Michlifen Golf & Country Club’s
Academy offers a Pro Shop and
three driving ranges, where guests
can train with our coaches.

Golf
A JACK NICKLAUS SIGNATURE GOLF CLUB:
UNPRECEDENTED IN MOROCCO!

For enhanced training, our Academy
is equipped with professional
software that analyses players’
movements in detail…
Progress guaranteed!

The golf course was designed by the legendary Jack
Nicklaus, champion of champions, who sets the standard.

THE NINETEENTH HOLE

VIP AREA

A huge lounge with a central
fireplace welcomes you after your
round. Sip a cocktail or enjoy a drink
to share with friends or family, as
you share stories of your exploits
on the course!

Michlifen Golf has a VIP area for guests
looking for total privacy, while remaining
in the heart of the golf club. The area
includes a private lounge, kitchen and
terrace, with an interior in keeping with
the style of the Club House.

• For food lovers, our restaurant
combines warmth, with its beautiful
fireplace, and openness to nature,
with large bay windows looking out
over the terrace. A superb view to
enjoy as you discover our light and
flavoursome cuisine. Playing golf in
Ifrane becomes an unforgettable
experience.

An exclusive privilege.

• A large Pro Shop has all the golf
accessories you could need.

This is the guarantee of a varied, demanding and
sometimes tough course, which is perfectly integrated
into and respectful of its natural surroundings.
Golf lovers will appreciate the landscape and driving
ranges. Experienced and professional players will relish
the obstacles created by the champion.
This 18-hole course offers plenty of challenges and
pleasure.

Kid’s Club
DIFFERENT LEISURE ACTIVITIES FOR EVERY AGE GROUP

A BEAUTIFUL NATURAL SETTING
The Michlifen Golf & Country Club is located in a natural
rocky clearing, in the heart of superb evergreen oak
forests. The foliage offers a myriad of colours that evolve
with the seasons and time of day.
The greens of the course blend seamlessly into this
symphony of colour… Holes number 8, 9, 17 and 18,
located near the edge of a cliff, offer a breathtaking
view of the majestic Azrou plain below. Beauty pervades
throughout.

For our youngest guests, there is a vast play mat as well as activities including
workshops (colouring, cutting out, etc.) and fancy dress, with magnificent
traditional Berber costumes, which are captured by photos taken in a typical
salon setting.
For older children, attractions include games consoles, billiard and ping pong
tables, and board games.
Children of all ages are sure to find something to suit their taste. They are
looked after by our team of professional child carers. There are also puzzles,
plasticine, warm-up exercises, musical activities and more.

• Lake tour (Dayet Aoua, Dayet Hachlaf, Dayet Ifrah): they
are a source of life for the region; visitors come here for
walks and picnics.
• Cedar forest tour: Ras El Ma, Moudemane, Michlifen
and the Gouraud cedar tree, a legendary 800-year-old
tree and the starting point for excursions in the cedar
forest with Barbary macaques – an endemic species– as
companions!
• Middle Atlas towns and villages tour (Ben Smim,
Ougmes, Azrou, Souk El Had, Zaouiat Ifrane, Ain Leuh, Ait
Yahya): unique atmospheres and colours…
• Excursion to the sources of Oum Er-Rbia river.

• La Pommeraie d’Ifrane (with goat’s cheese tasting):
apple orchards as far as the eye can see!
• Les Celliers de Meknes (Château Roslane wine estate):
the soil, sunny climate and know-how combine to make
the renown of this vineyard.
• Meknes stud farm.
• Ras al Ma fish farm: trout are raised here to repopulate
the rivers. An operation fully committed to sustainable
development.
• Ain Aghbal fish farm: commercial trout and salmon
production.

ALL SEASONS
Whatever the season, the Kid’s Club offers a unique range of activities.
When the weather is fine, children can make the most of the exceptional surroundings, in the heart of a beautifully
preserved natural setting, as they discover the flora and fauna, explore the Michlifen Resort & Golf’s vegetable garden
and educational farm, go fishing, ride bikes, and play paintball, tennis or football on our grounds.
All of these outdoor activities can be enjoyed by kids and adults alike!
You can also plant a tree, learn how to play basketball and more.
The secret of the Kid’s Club? Its dedicated cinema room with films suitable for kids, comfy seats and modern video
equipment… Shhh! The film’s about to start!

A LAND WITH
A RICH HISTORY

Tourism

Explore the region’s cultural
heritage, built by its people and
traditions.

THE BEAUTY AND VARIETY
OF OUR NATURAL HERITAGE
Discover a different side to Morocco,
with its mountains, forests, lakes
and pastures.
Michlifen Resort & Golf boasts a
remarkable location.
Near Ifrane National Park, it provides
an ideal base for excursions, hikes in
the forest, picnics and exploration
of the local fauna and flora!

The region boasts no less than three
UNESCO World Heritage sites!
• The Medina of Fez and its many
Medersas (Koranic schools)
• The Medina of Meknes
• The Roman archaeological site of
Volubilis
• The Fes Festival World Sacred
Music in Fez: an internationally
renowned gathering

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

EVENTS

Whatever the season, Michlifen
Resort & Golf is an excellent starting
point for a range of activities.

• The Moroccan International
Agriculture Fair (SIAM)
• The Fes Festival World Sacred
Music in Fez
• International Festival of Ifrane

For all ages and tastes!
• Cross-country skiing
• Snowshoeing
• Sledding
• Bird watching
• Golf at the Michlifen Resort & Golf
• The Fes Royal Golf club in Fez, less
than an hour’s drive away
• Mountain biking
• Horse riding
• Fishing
• Hunting

MICHLIFEN RESORT & GOLF
Avenue Hassan II - BP n°18
Ifrane - Maroc
Tel. : +212 5 35 86 40 00
info@michlifen.com
www.michlifen.com

Follow us on :

@MichlifenResort
#michlifenresort

